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Eseranza EGG109K Wireless Gamepad (black).
Esperanza EGG109K is a wireless gamepad that stands out from other devices of its kind thanks to its functionality, ergonomic design
and versatility. Its compatibility with PS3 consoles, Bluetooth as a method of connectivity and a comfortable shape that prevents hand
fatigue make it an ideal choice for any gamer looking for a reliable and intuitive controller for their favorite games.
 
Ergonomic shape: playing comfort at the highest level
The  ergonomic  shape  of  the  Esperanza  EGG109K  gamepad  was  designed  with  user  comfort  in  mind.  It  allows  long  gaming  sessions
without experiencing discomfort or hand fatigue. Thanks to its well-thought-out design, the gamepad fits perfectly in the hand, providing
a firm grip and easy access to all buttons and keypads.
 
High functionality: an essential part of any game
The  Esperanza  EGG109K  gamepad  features  high  functionality,  which  is  crucial  for  smooth  and  intuitive  gameplay.  Equipped  with  2
analog  keypads  and  12  action  buttons,  including  2  buttons  in  the  keypads,  it  offers  full  control  over  the  game.  In  addition,  with  two
modes - analog and digital - it adapts to different playing styles and user preferences.
 
Bluetooth wireless connectivity: freedom and ease of connection
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Using Bluetooth technology,  the Esperanza EGG109K gamepad provides freedom of movement and eliminates the problem of tangled
cables. Wireless connectivity allows quick and easy connection to the PS3 console, giving gamers freedom and comfort while playing. In
addition, built-in vibration motors produce game-generated effects, enhancing immersion and gameplay experience.
 
 
 
Brand Esperanza Model EGG109KColor Black Connectivity Bluetooth Compatibility PS3Charging port mini USB

Price:

Before: € 10.5042

Now: € 8.50
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